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ABSTRACT 

The Explanation Hypothesis is a psychological hypothesis about how people 

attribute moral responsibility. The hypothesis makes general claims about 

everyday thinking of moral responsibility and is also said to have important 

consequences for related philosophical issues. Since arguments in favor of the 

hypothesis are largely based on a number of intuitive cases, there is need to 

investigate whether it is supported by empirical evidence. In this study, the 

hypothesis was tested by means of quantitative experimental methods. The data 

were collected by conducting online surveys in which participants were 

introduced to a number of different scenarios. For each scenario, questions 

about moral responsibility were asked. Results provide general support for the 

Explanation Hypothesis and there are therefore more reasons to take its 

proposed consequences seriously. 
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Introduction 

An important element of everyday moral thinking is that we attribute moral responsibility to 

each other for decisions, actions and outcomes. For example, we might judge someone to be 

morally responsible for an accident or for his or her economic situation, while we think of 

others as morally responsible for making a noble action or for having discovered and rectified 

an injustice of some kind. 

 

Even though these judgments of moral responsibility play a significant role in our daily lives, 

our concept of moral responsibility seems to be associated with a number of problems. First, 

it is unclear how moral responsibility relates to the apparent fact that our decisions and 

actions seem to be a result of inheritance, earlier experience, environment and coincidence. 

Some philosophers have argued that because of this fact, we can never truly be morally 

responsible for anything (Strawson 1994, Pereboom 2007). Another problem concerns our 

understanding of situations where collective moral responsibility is involved. On the one 

hand, members of a group often seem jointly responsible for outcomes resulting from their 

actions taken together, on the other hand, it often seems that individual members of such a 

group can not, individually, affect those same outcomes, perhaps for group dynamic reasons 

or because of the sheer number of people in the group, thus making it difficult to say of one 

particular member that she is responsible for the outcome. Moreover, it is unclear whether 

other agents than individual adults can be considered morally responsible for their actions. 

What about children, dogs, organizations and companies or even entire nations?  

 

In a series of recent papers, Gunnar Björnsson and Karl Persson (Björnsson  and Persson 

2009, forthcoming; Björnsson forthcoming) have introduced and defended a novel 

psychological hypothesis about how people make judgments of moral responsibility, The 

Explanation Hypothesis (EH). This hypothesis, they argue, has important consequences for 

philosophical issues, throwing light on the possibility of collective responsibility and giving 

us reasons to think that moral responsibility is compatible with the assumption that our 

decisions and actions are ultimately determined by factors outside our control, such as 

inheritance, early experience and mere coincidence. Assuming that EH does indeed have such 

consequences, it becomes important to determine whether EH is empirically valid. 

 

As part of their argument for EH, Björnsson and Persson argue that it explains some recent 

empirical results based on common reactions to philosophical arguments (Nahmias et. al. 

2007, Nichols and Knobe 2007). However, their case for EH builds largely on the claim that it 

can account for what they call “everyday excuses”, factors that, they say, are commonly 

invoked to mitigate moral responsibility. The cases they present might seem plausible enough, 

but more evidence than a few intuitive cases is needed to support a general empirical claim. 

Therefore, this study has been made in order to test EH systematically and empirically 

through the use of quantitative methods. 

 

The basic idea of EH is that people take an individual (P) to be morally responsible for an 

event (E) when they take some motivational structure (or lack thereof) of P to be a significant 
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explanation the outcome of E. Additionally, the motivational structure of P is believed to be 

modifiable by reactive attitudes. 

 

The notion of a significant explanation of an outcome is crucial. A significant explanation is 

the kind of explanation — in a set of possible explanations — which seems to carry most 

information. For example, we would not explain why a house burned down with the fact that 

there was oxygen in the air, but perhaps with the fact that someone had dropped a lighted 

cigarette on the floor. The fact that there was oxygen in the air is merely a part of a complete 

description of why this particular event could take place and is generally not considered a 

reasonable cause of the event. On a similar note, to explain why a house burned down with a 

statement as “the house burned down because no one put out the fire” would also beg the 

question: What caused the fire?  

 

EH predicts that if a person (P) can be taken morally responsible for a bad outcome, say, then 

that judgment is based on the belief that the motivational structure of P significantly explains 

the bad outcome. Thus, EH predicts that there is a correlation between degrees of attributed 

moral responsibility and degrees of acceptance of a significant explanation which depends on 

a motivational state. The correlation between these two factors is the key for this study. 

 

The study consists of surveys where participants were asked to read scenarios of events with 

fictive persons involved. The participants were then asked questions about degrees of moral 

responsibility and to what degree they approved of an explanation related to motivational 

structures of a person as a significant explanation for a given outcome. The answers to these 

two questions were then used as data for calculating the correlation. Results from these 

calculations provide strong empirical support for EH. 

Background 

This section presents the theoretical framework for the study.  

Distinguishing moral responsibility 

It is important to separate moral responsibility from other types of responsibilities. For 

instance, occupations are often associated with responsibility, perhaps some more than others 

— police officers, politicians and the like are commonly linked to this additional notion of 

responsibility. We might call this kind of responsibility: institutional responsibility. For the 

rest of this paper it is assumed that institutional responsibility is a separate concept from 

moral responsibility, but as we shall see, in some cases it might be easy to blend them 

together. Moreover, there is the legal form of responsibility where people can be held 

responsible for breaking laws and rules, which may also be closely intertwined with moral 

responsibility. That is, arguably, because legal systems can be seen as constructions made to 

reflect moral responsibility. 

 

Another important distinction is between prospective and retrospective responsibility. 

Prospective responsibility is forward-looking and therefore somewhat interchangeable with 

duty. For example, parents are responsible for their children, or someone can be responsible 
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for bringing something from one place to another. EH is only concerned with retrospective 

responsibility, which is the form of responsibility that is attributed in hindsight for an 

outcome or event.  

 

There is also a difference between taking someone to be responsible for something and 

holding someone responsible. We take people to be responsible when we agree that they are 

morally responsible for something, for example when a friend tells about an event where his 

or her partner acted in a morally defective way and we agree with that. Whereas it might be 

up to the friend alone to hold his or her partner responsible, in this case perhaps by blaming 

the partner. Thus, it is possible to take people to be responsible for something without holding 

them responsible. A related example is when someone who has acted in a certain way might 

not be able to hold other people responsible for the same types of actions, but still very well 

realizes that the actions were morally defective. 

 

This study is not directly related to the notion of free will, but free will and moral 

responsibility are related to each other. That is because we typically think of ourselves as 

morally responsible in virtue of exercising a distinctive kind of freedom or control (Fisher et 

al, 2007). The philosophical arguments based on the fact that our decisions and actions are 

determined by factors outside our control are usually aimed at the notion of free will, which 

means that moral responsibility, by implication, is being targeted as well. 

Explanation Hypothesis 

A complete formulation of EH: 

Explanation Hypothesis: People take P to be morally responsible for E to the extent that 

they take E to be an outcome of a type O and take P to have a motivational structure S 

of type M such that GET, RR and ER hold: 

General Explanatory Tendency (GET): Motivational structures of type M are 

significant parts of a reasonably common sort of explanation of outcomes of type 

O. 

Reactive Response-ability (RR): Motivational structures of type M tend to respond 

in the right way to agents being held responsible for realizing or not preventing 

outcomes of type O. 

Explanatory Responsibility (ER): The case in question instantiates the right sort of 

general explanatory tendency: S is part of a significant explanation of E of the sort 

mentioned in GET (Björnsson & Persson forthcoming, pp. 5). 

 

GET is needed to rule out responsibility for every event that happens to be explained by our 

motivational states. The following quote serves as an example: 

“If Mr. Black starts stalking Mr. Green because Mr. Green likes to wear plaid 

vests and because Mr. Black is obsessed with plaid vests, Mr. Green is not thereby 

responsible for being stalked by Mr. Black. Since it is not generally the case that 

liking something explains being stalked, this case violates GET”. (Björnsson & 

Persson forthcoming, pp. 5-6) 
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RR explains why moral responsibility is decreased when P suffers from phobia, compulsive 

behavior, severe anxiety or any kind of disorder that may affect the motivational structure of 

P. RR also explains why small children or dogs etc. are usually taken as morally responsible 

to a much lesser degree than adult humans; because they might be responsive to some but not 

all ways that we have of holding people responsible. 

 

Both GET and RR are assumed to be satisfied in this study since the scenarios that are used 

have been described in ways which do not violate them. 

 

ER, which is the subject of investigation in this study, restricts attribution of moral 

responsibility to cases where a motivational structure significantly explains an outcome.  

The everyday excuses 

In order to exemplify EH, Björnsson and Persson (forthcoming, pp 7-12) use a number of 

scenarios in which everyday judgments of moral responsibility could be called for. The 

scenarios are meant to involve features that people normally take to mitigate moral 

responsibility and are therefore called “the everyday excuses”. The ones of importance to this 

study are listed below.
1
 

 

Forced to do it: EH predicts that if an agent is forced to act in a certain way, his or her degree 

of moral responsibility will be diminished since the outcomes cannot then be fully explained 

by a motivational state of the agent in question. This is exemplified with two scenarios of a 

bank robbery, where in the first scenario the bank clerk was threatened with a gun, and in the 

second one threatened with having rotten vegetables dumped over his car. It is hypothesized 

that the bank clerk in the second scenario is more responsible for the fact that the bank lost its 

money.  

 

Do one’s job or break the rules: These scenarios are exemplified by outcomes from the 

actions of receptionist who in one case just follows the rules and does his/her job, and in the 

other case acts outside of what would normally be expected i.e. breaks the rules. Two 

examples are used, one with a positive outcome and one with a negative outcome. For both of 

these cases it is hypothesized that the receptionist who broke the rules will be considered 

morally responsible to a larger degree than the receptionist who just did what would be 

expected. 

 

Unawareness: In order to have motivational states about an event (E) one must be aware or in 

some way know about E. Thus, when an agent is unaware that the agent’s behavior can affect 

the event, the bad outcome usually cannot be explained by the agent’s motivational states and 

therefore moral responsibility is diminished. Sometimes, however, moral responsibility can be 

attributed even if an agent is unaware of the effects his or her behavior has on a certain 

outcome. This is exemplified with a scenario in which a police officer pays attention to things 

outside the line of duty and therefore fails to notice a robbery. In this case it is hypothesized 

                                                 
1
 See Björnsson and Persson (forthcoming) for a more elaborate description of the everyday excuses.  
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that the police officer is considered morally responsible for the robbery (although less so than 

the robber — since the robber’s motivational state more significantly explains the outcome). 

This provides an example of when an agent’s unawareness of E (E’) can be explained by his 

or her motivational state, and therefore, by implication, is considered morally responsible for 

E to at least some degree according to EH. 

 

Initiative: In this scenario two persons together manage to stop an ongoing robbery. It is 

hypothesized that the one (A) who took the initiative to act first is regarded morally 

responsible for the positive outcome to a larger extent than the other person (B). In this case, 

the act to take the initiative is more remarkable than the act to follow the other person’s lead. 

The outcome is therefore first and foremost explained by A’s motivation and of course also to 

some, but to a lesser extent, by B’s motivation. Additionally, A’s initiative to act can be used 

as an explanation for B’s willingness to help, which makes the motives behind B’s action 

explanatory more basic. 

Methods 

The data collection was made in three stages. For each stage, survey studies were used as data 

collection tool. All of the surveys were conducted online by using software from Question 

Pro.
2
 The advantage of being able to reach a large number of participants with relative ease 

was essential for choosing an online approach. One might have doubts about the reliability of 

online research, but studies have shown that data collected through online psychological 

research are identical to data collected through more traditional methods (Buchanan and 

Smith, 1999).  

 

Participants were invited via e-mail. A total of 206 students from the social and natural 

sciences at Linköping University in Sweden participated in the survey studies. Participants 

began by reading a description of the task as well as information about the motive behind the 

study. They were then presented with so called “vignettes” which described a scenario. 

Specific questions about degree of moral responsibility and degree of acceptance of an 

explanation related to motivational states for a given outcome were then asked about the 

scenario in question. Since common sense reasoning about moral responsibility indicates that 

responsibility can be attributed to degrees — some might seem more responsible than others 

— answers were given on a scale from zero to six. The surveys ended with questions about 

the participant where they were requested to fill in age, sex and whether they had studied 

practical philosophy
3
 or not.  

 

The following is an example of a vignette, translated from Swedish: 

KeG: Kevin went to the store to do some shopping. It was a very hot and sunny 

day. When he had parked his car he noticed a dog in the backseat of the car next 

to his. Kevin didn’t realize that the hot weather could be dangerous for the dog, 

nor did he reflect on the possibility to get help or call the police. Kevin entered the 

                                                 
2
 http://questionpro.com/ 

3
 In Sweden, practical philosophy encompasses ethical theory, political theory and aesthetics. 
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store and went about his business. When he came back to the car an hour later he 

saw that the dog in the neighboring car had passed out from the heat.  

1. To what degree is Kevin morally responsible for the fact that the dog passed 

out? 

No moral responsibility  

     

Full moral responsibility 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

2. To what degree do you agree with the following explanation of the fact that 

the dog passed out? 

Kevin didn’t care enough about the dog. 

Strongly disagree 

     

Strongly agree 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

The answers to the two questions provide the data which can be used to calculate the 

predicted correlation between degree of moral responsibility and degree of acceptance of 

significant explanations depending on motivational states.  

The study comprised a total of 23 different vignettes. In this paper, only the relevant cases 

will be translated to English. The appendix includes the Swedish versions of all vignettes used 

in the study. Some of the vignettes were created to reflect the so called everyday excuses that 

Björnsson and Persson assume would affect judgments of moral responsibility and degree of 

approval with an explanation, while other vignettes were created to represent other types of 

scenarios where interesting questions about moral responsibility could be asked. 

 

The study was made with a between group design, meaning that each stage actually consisted 

of two surveys to which participants were assigned randomly. So, for each vignette in survey 

1A, say, there was an altered counterpart vignette in survey 1B, and so forth. This survey 

structure allowed for testing the everyday excuses mentioned above. The testing was 

accomplished by duplicating the vignettes in question, and then changing the specific line or 

sentence which was hypothesized to affect the responses from the participants. In order to get 

a deeper understanding of what factors might influence judgments of moral responsibility, 

this altering of corresponding vignettes was also made for vignettes which had no direct 

connection to the everyday excuses.  

 

Here is an example set to test judgments of moral responsibility when an agent is unaware of 

an event; in one case because of being ignorant and in the other case for reasons outside the 

agent’s control: 

JoG/Unawareness 1: Johanna is a police officer who is out patrolling the streets. 

Anthony, a small time crook, is hanging around the street corner and keeping a 

lookout for potential victims with purses he can steal. When Johanna comes 

within Anthony’s vision range she meets one of her friends. Johanna and her 

friend talk for awhile and end up in a long discussion about the latest iPhone 

applications. Anthony sees that the police officer seems busy and takes the 

opportunity to steal a purse from an old lady and runs away unnoticed by Johanna. 
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1. To what degree is Johanna morally responsible for the fact that the old lady’s 

purse got stolen? 

2. To what degree do you agree with the following explanation of the fact that 

the purse got stolen? 

Johanna didn’t care enough about doing her job. 

 

JoV/Unawareness 1: Johanna is a police officer who is out patrolling the streets. 

Anthony, a small time crook, is hanging around the street corner and keeping a 

lookout for potential victims with purses he can steal. Anthony sees the 

approaching police officer, but he keeps his calm and waits until she has passed 

by. When the coast is clear, Anthony steals a purse from an old lady and runs 

away unnoticed by Johanna. 

1. To what degree is Johanna morally responsible for the fact that the old lady’s 

purse got stolen? 

2. To what degree do you agree with the following explanation to the fact that 

the purse got stolen? 

Johanna didn’t care enough about doing her job. 

 

It is important to note that EH in itself does not attempt to predict nor prescribe desirable 

types of judgments as in how judgments of moral responsibility ought to be made. These tests 

of the effect on judgments from differences in formulation of the vignettes, based on the 

everyday excuses, can therefore only be made with added auxiliary hypotheses for each pair 

of vignettes. In the above example it is hypothesized that Johanna will be regarded to be 

morally responsible to a larger degree in the first vignette (JoG) since the outcome can be 

explained by her lack of motivation for her job. This means that the participants have to 

interpret the vignettes as intended, which can be seen as another auxiliary hypothesis. 

However, the methods for testing EH itself are based on capturing the predicted correlation of 

the two answers, independent of whether the answers are rated high, low or in between on the 

scale. 

Stage one 

The aim of the first study was split into two parts; to chart correlations between degree of 

moral responsibility and degree of acceptance of explanations, and to map differences from 

formulations of vignettes based on the everyday excuses. 

Results 

A total of 372 pairs of answers were collected in the two surveys. The correlation was 

calculated to 0.69 using directional Pearson’s r, which is a highly significant correlation (p < 

.001). Figure 1.1 represents the relationship between the mean values of degree of moral 

responsibility and degree of acceptance of explanation for each vignette. The abbreviations in 

the graph represent the vignettes. 
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  Figure 1.1 Relation between pairs of mean values after first study  

 

Correlations between answers were also calculated for each vignette individually. Given the 

statistical limitations due to the lower number of participants for each calculation, these 

results are only supposed to give an idea on how the vignettes were received.  

Vignette N Pearson's r 

Significance 

Y/N (p <0.05) 

JeG 31 0.589 Y 

JoG 31 0.756 Y 

KaG 31 0.853 Y 

KeG 31 0.514 Y 

OG 31 0.502 Y 

SG 31 0.428 Y 

Vignette N Pearson's r 

Significance 

Y/N (p <0.05) 

JeV 31 0.295 N 

JoV 31 0.513 Y 

KaV 31 0.305 Y 

KeV 31 0.714 Y 

OV 31 0.603 Y 

SV 31 0.668 Y 

 

 
                        Figure 1.2 Differences in attribution of moral responsibility 

 

Figure 1.2 shows differences in judgments of moral responsibility for the vignettes based on 

the everyday excuses. Note that for two of these cases (the ones marked “1” and “2”) two 

different vignettes were used, since it was hypothezised that the second vignettes treated the 

same variable as the first ones. The reliability was thereby increased for these tests. The 
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unawareness vignettes are also included in figure 1.1 since they contained questions about 

acceptance of an explanation (JoV/JoG and KaV/KaG). 

Analysis 

There is no doubt that the results show a strong correlation between judgments of degree of 

moral responsibility and acceptance of a significant explanation related to agent motivation. 

Given the number of participants per vignette it is actually quite surprising that only one of 

the calculations for each vignette individually gave an insignificant correlation. Here follows 

the vignette in question:  

JeV: Some of the computers at a business company were infected by a computer 

virus which spread via the company’s e-mail client. When Jesper, who was seen 

as the most computer-wise person at the company, became aware of the problem, 

he began to remove the virus from those computers which his colleagues had had 

problems with. After some time order seemed to be restored. A few days later 

Robert came back to work after an absence due to illness. Jesper then realized that 

Robert’s computer had not been checked for viruses. Jesper thought that he should 

investigate the matter, but became occupied with other things and forgot all about 

it. As it turned out, Robert’s computer had the virus and he accidentally spread it 

to one of his clients whom he had e-mail contact with. 

1. To what degree is Jesper morally responsible for the fact that the virus spread 

to the client? 

2. To what degree do you approve of the following explanation to the fact that 

the virus spread to the client? 

Jesper didn’t care enough about whether Robert’s computer could spread the 

virus or not. 

One can only speculate why this vignette elicited results that are not consistent with EH. One 

explanation is the fact that Jesper was helping his colleagues in the first place lowers his 

degree of moral responsibility, since he then has shown that he is a caring person, but still, 

when it came to Robert’s computer he could have cared more and therefore the approval of 

the explanation remains. That would lead to a low score on moral responsibility and a higher 

score on degree of explanation. Another perspective on this vignette is that Jesper did have a 

higher degree of moral responsibility which was somewhat shared with the rest of his 

colleagues. Thus, a high degree of moral responsibility can be attributed while at the same 

time disagreeing with the explanation since the outcome might as well be explained by 

someone else’s lack of care, their boss for example. This view would lead to a high score on 

moral responsibility and a low score on degree of acceptance of explanation. Note that these 

possible explanations could very well in themselves be compatible with EH, although the 

participants were not given the option to express them in the survey. 

 

Even though the results on the differing views on moral responsibility based on the everyday 

excuses are in line with the predictions, it is interesting to note that the difference is not as 

great as one might have expected. This seems to be especially true for the vignettes about 
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doing one’s job or breaking the rules (DJBR). DJBR1 had a negative outcome for both cases, 

while DJBR2 had a positive outcome for both cases. Since participants were confronted with 

only one of these four vignettes, they were not able to contrast them against each other and 

base their opinions upon that. This was indeed intended in the survey design, but it brings to 

mind some of the challenges to experimental methods of this kind put forth by philosopher 

Anti Kauppinen (2007). Kauppinen’s criticism builds largely on the fact that a shared concept 

is required in order to agree or disagree with one another. Concepts represent the meaning 

behind the words that we utter and write and can therefore vary between people despite the 

use of the exact same words. Thus, when comparing answers in experimental studies, it might 

very well be true that each response represents a unique and individual concept about the 

variable that the vignettes are meant to illuminate. This probability makes it difficult to draw 

any general conclusions from these results, especially since the majority of these vignettes 

lacked a question about acceptance of a significant explanation. However, the results do not 

disprove the hypothesis that the everyday excuses are commonly used. 

Regarding the vignette about initiative, it is no wonder that it elicited strong degrees of moral 

responsibility in both cases, since it was about two persons who together managed to stop an 

attempted robbery. In one of the surveys, the question of moral responsibility was asked in 

relation to the person (A) who took the initiative to stop the robbery and in the other survey 

the question was aimed at the person (B) who answered A’s call. Björnsson and Persson state 

that while both have a shared responsibility for stopping the robbery, person A seems more 

responsible than person B, having taken the initiative to act, and that is also what the results 

suggest. 

Stage two 

After the first round of surveys it became clear that comments related to the answers from 

participants would be of value. Comments would allow for capturing differing views that 

were overlooked beforehand. Therefore a comment box was inserted after some of the 

vignettes in this second round of surveys, in which participants were urged to explain the 

reasoning behind their answers. 

 

Since it was possible that the answers from the first stage could have suffered from interaction 

effects when the questions of moral responsibility and degree of acceptance were asked one 

directly after the other, these questions were now split between the two surveys. Some 

vignettes therefore had the following structure in this stage:  

 

Survey 2A 

Vignette A 

Question about moral responsibility 

Survey 2B 

Vignette A 

Question about explanation 
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Furthermore, in order to clarify the question about degree of acceptance of explanation it was 

changed to a statement in a single sentence. For example: 

To what degree do you approve of the following explanation to the fact that the 

dog passed out? 

Kevin didn’t care enough about the dog. 

Was changed to: 

To what degree do you approve of the following statement? 

The explanation to the fact that the dog passed out was that Kevin did not care 

enough about the dog. 

 

Even though the two questions are logically equivalent the first one is more suspicious since 

an inattentive participant can read the second sentence and agree with it, while disregarding 

the fact that it should be seen as an explanation to the outcome. In the above example it is 

easy to think that the statement in the first version (Kevin didn’t care enough about the dog) is 

true, because it is true, and give an answer to that, instead of answering to what degree that 

statement counts as an explanation for the outcome. 

 

Moreover, this second survey study also set out to test a specific auxiliary hypothesis related 

to EH about a predicted low degree of judgment of moral responsibility in a vignette where 

the bad outcome could not be explained by an agent’s motivation. The vignette went as 

follows: 

OVU2: Oskar is out on a walk in the forest. He thinks that he is the only person 

within miles. Suddenly he hears heartrending cries for help coming from an area 

with particularly dense vegetation. Oskar notices the screaming, but then thinks to 

himself that it seems troublesome to enter the bushy terrain and decides to ignore 

the screams and continue his walk as if nothing had happened. If he instead had 

walked in the direction from which the cries were coming he would have 

discovered a person, Mia, who had fallen into an overgrown and dried out well. 

Mia was hanging onto a branch about a meter down the well, screaming for help 

while she slowly was losing her grip. Since no one came to her assistance, Mia 

fell down and died when she hit the rocks at the bottom of the well. If Oskar had 

been there he could have tried to rescue Mia, but he would soon have realized that 

additional help from at least one other person would have been needed in order to 

save her. Consequently, Oskar would not have been able to rescue Mia even if he 

had done all in his power to try and save her. 

To what degree is Oskar morally responsible for the fact Mia was not rescued? 

 

In this vignette the fact Mia was not rescued cannot be explained by Oskar’s lack of 

motivation. Given EH, this should result in a low degree of moral responsibility attributed to 

Oskar. 
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Results 

Since a correlation cannot be calculated when the two questions are split up between 

participants, the following bar graph is meant to indicate the relation between degree of 

acceptance of explanation and degree of attributed moral responsibility for the vignettes that 

had the split question design. Ergo, E represents the mean value of answers from survey 2A 

and MR represents the mean value of answers from survey 2B. 

 

 
       Figure 2.1 Split question design. 

 

The next two graphs are meant to illustrate the relation between E and MR with the new 

question format on E, compared with results from the first survey which used the old format. 

 
Figure 2.2 New formulation of E-question.            Figure 2.3 Old formulation of E-question. 

 

Here it is also possible to compare results from the vignettes with the split question design 

(the ones in fig 2.1) with results from the rest of the vignettes (PGU2, PVU2, OGU2 and the 

ones in fig 2.3), in which questions about explanation and degree of moral responsibility were 

asked together (joint question design), in order to spot differences between the two survey 

designs. 
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Figure 2.4 shows the mean value of 

answers to the question to what degree 

Oskar is morally responsible for the fact 

that Mia wasn’t rescued from the well. The 

scenario was supposed to eliminate 

explanations related to Oskar’s 

motivational state. A comment box was 

used instead of a question about degree of 

acceptance with the explanation, which is 

why this vignette is not included in the 

other figures. 

 
Figure 2.4 Oskar vignette 

Analysis 

Results from the split question design indicate that results from the previous joint question 

design were not biased from interaction effects since the mean values of E and MR are too 

close to each other to be able to draw such a conclusion. Although EH actually depends on an 

interaction, or causation if you wish, from acceptance of an explanation to attributed moral 

responsibility for each individual response, this test was needed to rule out explanations to the 

correlation based on mere survey design instead of the underlying hypothesis. 

 

It is difficult to say anything definite about potential effects of the new formulation of the 

question about acceptance of explanation. Results seem to indicate that it did not matter so 

much. However, with the new question design it is harder to explain any possible unexpected 

results with the possibility of inattentive participants, since the new formulation is more 

precise and easier to grasp. 

 

Results from the Oskar vignette show that the predicted low degree of MR for this scenario 

was incorrect. Participants have clearly attributed moral responsibility to Oskar even when the 

bad outcome could not be explained by his lack of motivation. In order to figure out whether 

this should be seen as a threat to EH or not we have to turn to the comments given by the 

participants. 

 

Translated participant comments on the Oskar vignette: 

“I believe that one is always bound to try to help when someone calls for aid, 

regardless of whether the help is useful or not.” -P1 

“I don’t think that Oskar is morally responsible for the death of Mia, but he is 

morally responsible for not trying to help her.” -P2 

“Even though it wasn’t possible to rescue Mia, I still think that moral 

responsibility can be attributed for not giving a response to someone who is 

calling for help.” -P3 
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“If Oskar had been an engineer, he would have managed to rescue her, or at least 

tried to do so.” -P3 

 

Numerous comments like these were given which had their focus on the fact that Oskar did 

not try to rescue Mia instead of focusing on the bad outcome: that Mia was not rescued. It 

seems as though participants do realize that the latter cannot be explained by Oskar 

indifference, but, given the fact that he did not even try, they are unwilling to let him go 

without any responsibility at all. Another related analysis of this case is this: at the time Oskar 

became aware of Mia’s cries for help, he did not know that she was beyond rescue. Therefore, 

if participants think about the scenario from Oskar’s point of view, the third person objective 

fact that he was unable to rescue her might have been neglected. The participant comments 

suggest that at least one of the participants reasoned along these lines.  

Stage three 

In order to try and capture the “source of error” in the Oskar vignette from the second survey, 

a third study was made. It involved the same Oskar vignette as in the second stage, but this 

time participants were asked two questions about moral responsibility instead of only one. 

1. To what degree is Oskar morally responsible for not having tried to rescue 

Mia? 

Was followed by the question: 

2. To what degree is Oskar morally responsible for the fact Mia was not rescued? 

 

Note that the second question is the same as before. It is only the new question about moral 

responsibility for not having tried (MRT) which is introduced here. Comment boxes were 

used this time as well and the surveys were sent out to new participants via e-mail in the same 

way as before.  

Results 

The following graph compares the answers to the Oskar vignette in the third survey with the 

answers to the same vignette in the previous survey. The mean value of answers to the 

question about moral responsibility for the fact that Mia was not rescued is represented by 

MR, and the mean value of answers to the question about moral responsibility for not having 

tried to rescue Mia is represented by MRT.  
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Figure 3.1 Comparison between survey 2 and 3. 

 

Translated comments to the Oskar vignette in the third survey: 

“Perhaps he could have managed to save her anyway.” -P4 

”Oskar is fully morally responsible for not having tried to rescue Mia since he 

didn’t care at all about investigating what might have caused her yelling.”-P5 

“As for the fact that Mia wasn’t rescued, Oskar is not morally responsible if it can 

be said with 100 % certainty that he would not have been able to rescue her.” -P5 

“The only thing of interest is the information he gets when he hears her 

screaming.” -P6 

Analysis 

Results seem to indicate that the hypothesized error source did influence the answers to the 

Oskar vignette in the previous survey. When participants are given the opportunity to blame 

Oskar for not having tried to rescue Mia, the total score on attributed responsibility for the 

fact that she was not rescued is significantly lower. Interestingly however, the results show 

that not everyone thinks that Oskar is without blame for Mia’s death. This might be explained 

by various types of reasoning, such as the one exemplified in the comments above about the 

possibility that she might have been saved anyway. This suggests that the vignette perhaps 

should have been even clearer about the fact that Oskar really could not have done anything to 

save Mia. 

Main results 

Here are the combined results from the survey studies. Only vignettes which had MR and E 

asked together are included in the graph. The graph shows the relation between mean values 

of the answers to the two questions respectively.  
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Figure 4.1 Combined results from pairs of mean values 

 

The correlation on the individual response level was calculated to 0.71 using Pearson’s r 

(N=463) which is a highly significant result (p <.001). 

 

A score on the reliability of the study was calculated to 0.83 using Cronbach’s alpha. It is 

imperative to calculate and report Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for internal consistency 

reliability when using Likert-type scales as the ones used in this study. Cronbach’s alpha 

reliability coefficient normally ranges between 0 and 1 and a score above 0.8 is considered a 

reasonable goal (Gliem and Gliem, 2003). 

 

In the same way as before, correlations between answers were calculated for the added 

vignettes individually:  

Vignette N Pearson's r 

Significance Y/N  

(p <0.05) 

PVU2 30 0.201 N 

PGU2 30 0.544 Y 

OGU2 30 0.633 Y 

Analysis 

Even though the added vignettes contributed to a stronger correlation over all, one of them 

yielded insignificant results in the calculations for individual vignettes: 

PVU2: During his entire career a professor of biology had been teaching his 

students that a particular cell process was progressed in a certain way. This belief 

was grounded in all of the relevant scientific data which were available at the 

time. But, as it turned out, the cell process actually progressed in a totally 
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different way, which was to be proven by the use of a new method several years 

after the professor’s retirement. 

1. To what degree is the professor morally responsible for the fact that his 

students held false beliefs after their education?  

2. To what degree to you approve of the following statement? 

The students came to hold false beliefs after their education because the 

professor didn’t care enough about conveying the truth. 

 

Since the mean score on the answers to questions about moral responsibility and significant 

explanation for this vignette seemed to correspond quite well (1.45 and 1.63 respectively) and 

had a fairly low degree of deviation, the results on correlation came somewhat as a surprise. 

This is speculated to be a cause of the added factor of institutional responsibility. 

Unfortunately no comment box was used for this vignette, but it is a good guess that some 

participants thought of the professor as morally responsible based on the fact that it is the 

professor’s job to educate and give true statements. With that in mind, it is possible to hold 

the professor responsible for the bad outcome, while at the same time disagreeing with the 

explanation, thus adding factors which are not meant to be included in EH. Having said that, 

it is important to note that the calculations for each vignette individually are sensitive to 

anomalies because of the lower number of pairs. Therefore it is better to look at the overall 

results for a proven reliable measure of the significant correlation.  

Discussion 

The primary aim of this study was to investigate the hypothesized correlation between the 

attributed degree of moral responsibility and the acceptance of a motivation-dependent 

explanation to the outcome, in the judgments made by ordinary people. Undoubtedly, results 

show empirical support for EH since there is a correlation between these two factors that EH 

builds upon. However, as stated earlier, EH actually demands more than a correlation between 

these two factors. According to EH the degree of moral responsibility is caused by the degree 

of acceptance of the explanation, and correlation does not imply causation. 

 

Is there a possibility that the correlation shown in this study is one without any form of 

causality between the two factors? Perhaps some unknown third variable lies hidden in the 

background as a source of the correlation. While this is possible, it seems unlikely given the 

amount of vignettes used overall and the use of a split question design in the second round of 

surveys, which ruled out the possibility that the correlation was caused by survey design. 

Furthermore, the high value on the reliability measure in the form of Cronbach’s alpha 

indicates that if a third unknown variable were to be included, it had to affect a large portion 

of the 463 answers. The next question is trickier; what if there is causality in the correlation 

that goes from moral responsibility to significant explanation, instead of the other way around 

as EH demands? It could be possible that moral responsibility is attributed first handedly after 

which an explanation is constructed in hindsight. This form of rationalization is something 

that we humans often are said to be quite good at, but this explanation seems somewhat 
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backwards in this case.
4
 It is difficult to imagine that we go about attributing moral 

responsibility and then afterwards constructing reasons for it, but given the way our mind 

sometimes play tricks on us in the sense that we do not always know what we think we know 

about ourselves, it is best to leave this potential risk as a subject of investigation for further 

studies. 

 

To address Kauppinen’s criticism (2007) of experimental methods of the sort used in this 

study, it is unclear if his warning related to concept-dependencies is applicable to the main 

results. The reason for that is that even if each and every participant had a differing concept of 

moral responsibility, each pair of answers is given within each and every one of those 

potential different concepts. So, if say, P1 reads vignette A, interprets it as A+ and gives the 

answer 5 to the two questions when combined with his or her concept of moral responsibility 

(MRa), it does not matter if P2 reads vignette A, interprets it as A- and answers 1 to the two 

questions when combined with his or her concept of moral responsibility (MRb). Since EH in 

itself does not attempt to predict how judgments ought to be made, these different answers 

work in favor of EH, because of the correlation between them. However, we have seen two 

examples on the level of individual vignettes where differing concepts might have affected 

the correlation results. One in which shared responsibility could be the influencing factor and 

one in which institutional responsibility could have affected the answers given. 

 

As soon as one starts to compare answers between participants, things become more intricate. 

This was done for the testing of the everyday excuses where it was hypothesized that specific 

formulations would induce particular responses. Kauppinen’s criticism is more relevant for 

these cases because of the possibility that the scores which are compared represent different 

concepts. Results from this part of the study indicate that the everyday excuses can be used in 

a general sense, but in all of the cases there was some smaller number of participants whose 

responses were the opposite of what was being hypothesized. Who knows what the motives 

behind the answers from this, often overlooked, minority are?
5
 Here I believe Kauppinen has 

a point when he asks the rhetorical question: “What entitles us to throw out the responses of 

the minority when we are trying to get at a concept shared by those in the majority and those 

in the minority?”(2007, pp. 108). In the follow-up surveys, in stage two and three, comment 

boxes were used in order to tackle this issue. While the comments did provide useful insight 

in the discovery of a “source of error” for the Oskar vignette, where moral responsibility were 

attributed for not trying to help rather than the outcome that a person were not rescued, they 

are insufficient when it comes to exploring the different concepts. The latter requires 

discussion, questions and counter-questions which probe deeper into our ways of thinking in a 

way that a comment box simply cannot provide. 

 

The discovery of the difference between responsibility for not trying to help and 

responsibility for a particular outcome is interesting. Results from this case (the Oskar 

vignette) show that people tend to mix these two together when attributing moral 

                                                 
4
 For a problematizing account of rationalization, see Chen (2008). 

5
 This minority tends to show up in experimental studies (cf. Knobe 2003, Nahmias et al. 2007). 
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responsibility and it is even more interesting to ponder in what ways this might relate to EH. 

EH claims that it can explain how ordinary people make judgments of moral responsibility for 

a particular outcome based on significant explanations, but here it seems to make sense to talk 

about significant outcomes as well. In this case the outcome that Mia was not rescued was 

overshadowed by the perhaps more significant outcome that Oskar did not choose to 

investigate what might have caused her cries for help. If people truly are blending these two 

concepts together as one when they assess a situation or scenario, it is difficult to see how 

particular outcomes can be cherry-picked and questioned. If, on the other hand, people hold 

these two concepts as separate and are being affected by the one which strikes one as the most 

significant outcome, then probably a thoughtfully written vignette can be used to clarify what 

outcome is being sought after. Results from the third survey indicate that most people 

separate the two concepts. But there is evidence for something in the form of blended 

concepts given the lesser (but definitely not zeroed) degree of moral responsibility attributed 

to the outcome which was unexplainable by Oskar’s motivation, which indicates that there 

could be more to it than just a belief that “he might have been able to rescue her anyway”. 

 

Designing surveys such as the ones used in this study is highly demanding when it comes to 

choosing words and formulating sentences in the vignettes in order to limit the possible 

number of ways the participants may interpret the text. At the same time it is also important to 

not be too obvious about what is being investigated. That would induce a risk that participants 

give answers which they think are in line with the underlying hypothesis. The balance 

between these two can be quite difficult, but I am confident that the main body of vignettes 

used in this study managed to do so. A related aspect is that the use of a question about 

explanation was not used for every vignette. There were several reasons for this: sometimes 

they were hard to formulate since it was not always obvious what motivational structure to 

choose for such a question. At other times the question would reveal too much about what 

was being sought after, for example when a scenario describes a person who is just doing his 

or her job in a way that would be expected. In addition, using this question too frequently 

brings with it a risk of affecting participants into thinking too much in line with EH than they 

would normally do. Admittedly, the modification of the question about explanation for stage 

two and three was not ideal from a reliability point of view since it lead to a structural 

difference between the surveys, but the necessity of being able to say that participants were 

given a question in the most clear and precise possible way, was prioritized. 

Conclusions 

This study has shown two things; that experimental methods can be used as tools for the 

empirical testing and exploration of hypotheses with philosophical origins, and that the 

hypothesis (EH) which was subject to this study is verified on the level of correlation. 

 

A few questions arise related to people’s attribution of moral responsibility which may be 

subject to investigation in further studies. For instance; how is institutional responsibility 

separated from moral responsibility and how does this affect the judgments being made? On 

what grounds do we hold people responsible when there is shared responsibility in the 

picture? Who is more responsible than who in these cases, and why? For these studies 
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experimental methods can probably be used with thoughtful and carefully written vignettes in 

order to get a general account of judgments made in relation to these aspects and, in turn, see 

how EH relates to them. 

 

In order to ensure causality instead of correlation, studies with a qualitative approach would 

probably be more suitable since that would increase the chance for noticing different concepts 

and provide possibilities of understanding them. Perhaps by interviewing participants and by 

defining joint concepts in a sort of meta-linguistic mode, a case could be presented with 

pertaining questions about moral responsibility to which the answers would be then analyzed. 

For the same reasons, this approach would probably be useful when investigating the notion 

of blended concepts which was speculated to be a source of interference in the Oskar vignette. 

Moreover, this form of study could potentially lead to the discovery of even more common 

denominators among people in their thinking about these matters, which could then be used as 

an entry to further experimental studies. 

 

Since this study has shown empirical support for EH, there are more reasons to feel confident 

in using EH to explain intuitions and ways of thinking about moral responsibility. Perhaps 

there is no longer need to take arguments against free will as a serious threat to our ability to 

act as morally responsible agents. Instead the invoked intuitions can be seen in a new light in 

an explanatory context, thus extending the frontier of the philosophical inquiries about free 

will and moral responsibility. 
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Appendix: Vignettes in Swedish 

JeV 
En del datorer på ett företag drabbades av ett nytt datavirus som spreds via företagets e-postklient. När Jesper, som ansågs 

som mest datorkunnig på företaget, blev varse om det inträffade så började han rensa bort viruset från de datorer som hans 

kollegor hade problem med. Efter ett tag verkade ordningen vara återställd. Några dagar senare kom Robert tillbaka till arbetet 

efter en sjukfrånvaro. Jesper insåg då att det inte hade gjorts någon viruskontroll på den dator som Robert brukade använda. 

Jesper tänkte att han skulle undersöka saken men han blev upptagen med annat och glömde bort det hela. Mycket riktigt hade 

Roberts dator fått dataviruset och Robert råkade sprida det vidare till en kund som han hade mejlkontakt med. 

JeG 
En del datorer på ett företag drabbades av ett nytt datavirus som spreds via företagets e-postklient. När Jesper, som ansågs 
som mest datorkunnig på företaget, blev varse om det inträffade så började han rensa bort viruset från de datorer som hans 
kollegor hade problem med. Efter ett tag verkade ordningen vara återställd. Vad Jesper inte visste var att en av datorerna som 
hade fått viruset brukade användas av Robert som var sjukskriven när dataviruset uppmärksammades. När Robert kom tillbaka 
till arbetet ett par dagar senare råkade han sprida dataviruset vidare till en kund som han hade mejlkontakt med. 

KeV 
Kevin åkte till mataffären för att handla. Det var en väldigt varm och solig dag. När han hade parkerat och klivit ur bilen så lade 
han märke till att det satt en hund i bilen som stod på parkeringen bredvid. Kevin insåg att det kunde vara farligt för hunden att 
bli sittandes i bilen för länge i det varma vädret. Några ägare verkade inte synas till och han funderade om han borde tillkalla 
hjälp eller ringa polisen, men tänkte sedan att det inte var hans ensak. Kevin gick in på affären och gjorde sina ärenden, när han 
kom tillbaka till bilen någon timme senare såg han att hunden i bilen hade svimmat av värmen. 

KeG/KeU2 
Kevin åkte till mataffären för att handla. Det var en väldigt varm och solig dag. När han hade parkerat och klivit ur bilen så lade 
han märke till att det satt en hund i bilen som stod parkerad bredvid. Kevin insåg inte att det kunde vara farligt för hunden att bli 
sittandes i bilen för länge i det varma vädret, och inte heller tänkte han på möjligheten att tillkalla hjälp eller ringa polisen. Kevin 
gick in på affären och gjorde sina ärenden, när han kom tillbaka till bilen någon timme senare såg han att hunden i bilen hade 
svimmat av värmen. 

KaG/Unawareness2 
En van sjökapten navigerade sitt fartyg genom en passage som han kände till sedan tidigare. Kaptenen kontrollerade som 
vanligt att sjökortet var uppdaterat, men vad kaptenen inte visste var att ett annat fartyg hade förlist i området bara några dagar 
tidigare. Vraket av det förlista fartyget hade inte hunnit föras in i den senaste versionen av sjökorten. Kaptenen råkade styra in 
fartyget i vraket så att skrovet blev skadat och började läcka in vatten. 

KaV/Unawareness2 
En van sjökapten navigerade sitt fartyg genom en passage som han kände till sedan tidigare. Eftersom kaptenen kunde agera 
rutinmässigt såg han ingen anledning att kontrollera sjökortet. Detta fick till följd att kaptenen inte uppmärksammade ett nytt 
vrak som fanns i farvattnet. Kaptenen råkade styra in fartyget i vraket så att skrovet blev skadat och började läcka in vatten. 

PVU2 
En biologiprofessor hade under hela sin verksamma tid som lärare på ett universitet utbildat studenterna till att tron på en viss 
process i cellerna hos vissa djur var mytomspunnen och falsk eftersom all data som fanns tydde på att så var fallet. Studenterna 
hade ingen anledning att tvivla på professorn. I själva verket var den här cellprocessen ett faktum, vilket skulle komma att 
bevisas flera år efter att professorn pensionerats. 

PGU2 
En biologiprofessor hade under hela sin verksamma tid som lärare på ett universitet utbildat studenterna till att tron på en viss 
process i cellerna hos vissa djur var mytomspunnen och falsk eftersom det fanns data som tydde på att så var fallet. 
Studenterna hade ingen anledning att tvivla på professorn. När ny forskning visade att cellprocessen egentligen var ett faktum 
tänkte professorn att informationen borde gå ut till studenterna på något sätt. Men professorn blev upptagen med nya kurser 
och glömde bort att förmedla informationen om den nya forskningen till sina elever. 

SV 
Stefan var inne på sina sista dagar av sin solsemester när han bestämde sig för att åka till klippiga stranden för att koppla av. 
När han kom fram lade han märke till att det blåste en hel del, men det betydde också att det inte var så mycket folk där. Han 
bredde ut en handduk och lade sig och solade. Då och då slängde han blickar ut mot badvattnet och funderade om det inte 
snart var dags att ta sig ett dopp. Han fick syn på en äldre dam som stod på en klippa en bit ut i vattnet medan vågorna blev allt 
kraftigare. Stefan insåg inte att det fanns någon fara utan började tänka tillbaka på när han var barn, då han tillsammans med 
sin bror en gång försökte lära sig att surfa när de var på semester med familjen. Stefan vaknade upp ur sitt dagdrömmande när 
en stor våg sköljde över den gamla damen och svepte in henne mot en klipphäll, vilket fick henne att slå sig ganska illa. 

SG/SU2 
Stefan var inne på sina sista dagar av sin solsemester när han bestämde sig för att åka till klippiga stranden för att koppla av. 
När han kom fram lade han märke till att det blåste en hel del, men det betydde också att det inte var så mycket folk där. Han 
bredde ut en handduk och lade sig och solade. Då och då slängde han blickar ut mot badvattnet och funderade om det inte 
snart var dags att ta sig ett dopp. Han fick syn på en äldre dam som stod på en klippa en bit ut i vattnet medan vågorna blev allt 
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kraftigare.  Han tyckte att det såg farligt ut med tanke på att det var ganska halt och stenigt. Stefan iakttog damen ett tag och 
funderade på om han borde göra något, men tänkte sedan att det inte var hans ensak att ta hand om gamla tanter. En stund 
senare sköljde en stor våg in och svepte damen mot en klipphäll, vilket fick henne att slå sig ganska illa. 

OG 
Oskar och Linda är ute på varsin promenad i skogen. De känner inte varandra och ingen av dem vet att den andra befinner sig i 
samma skog. Faktum är att de båda tror att de skulle behöva gå flera kilometer för att stöta på en annan människa. Plötsligt hör 
de ett hjärtskärande rop efter hjälp komma inifrån ett särskilt tätbevuxet område i skogen. Både Oskar och Linda reagerar på 
ropet, men tänker sedan att det verkar jobbigt att ta sig in i den snåriga terrängen och hoppas att det inte rörde sig om något 
allvarligt, så de fortsätter sin promenad som om inget hade hänt. Hade de däremot gått i riktningen där ropet kom ifrån så hade 
de upptäckt en person, Mia, som höll på att ramla ner i en övervuxen uttorkad brunn. Mia höll tag i en gren ungefär en meter ner 
i brunnen, men hon började så sakteliga att tappa taget. Eftersom ingen kom till hennes undsättning föll hon ner och dog när 
hon slog emot stenarna i botten av brunnen. Historien hade dock kunnat sluta annorlunda. Det hade visserligen inte varit 
tillräckligt med en person för att rädda Mia, men hade två personer kommit till hennes undsättning så hade man lyckats dra upp 
henne ur brunnen. 

OV 
Oskar och Linda är ute på varsin promenad i skogen. De känner inte varandra och ingen av dem vet att den andra befinner sig i 
samma skog. Faktum är att de båda tror att de skulle behöva gå flera kilometer för att stöta på en annan människa. Plötsligt hör 
de ett hjärtskärande rop efter hjälp komma inifrån ett särskilt tätbevuxet område i skogen. Både Oskar och Linda reagerar på 
ropet. Oskar tänker att det verkar jobbigt att ta sig in i den snåriga terrängen och hoppas att det inte rörde sig om något 
allvarligt, så han fortsätter sin promenad som om inget hade hänt. Linda å andra sidan börjar gå i riktning mot ropet och 
upptäcker så småningom en person, Mia, som håller på att ramla ner i en övervuxen uttorkad brunn. Mia håller tag i en gren 
ungefär en meter ner i brunnen, men hon börjar så sakteliga att tappa taget. Linda försöker nå ner till Mia men risken är alldeles 
för stor att hon själv ska bli nerdragen om hon lutar sig för mycket över kanten. Till slut tappar Mia taget, faller ner och dör när 
hon slår emot stenarna i botten av brunnen. Historien hade dock kunnat sluta annorlunda. Om Oskar hade varit där för att hålla i 
Linda när hon lutade sig över kanten så hade man lyckats rädda Mia ur brunnen. 

OGU2 
Oskar är ute på en promenad i skogen. Han tror att han är ensam i skogen på flera kilometers avstånd. Plötsligt hör han 
hjärtskärande rop efter hjälp komma inifrån ett särskilt tätbevuxet område i skogen. Oskar reagerar på ropet, men tänker sedan 
att det verkar jobbigt att ta sig in i den snåriga terrängen och hoppas att det inte rörde sig om något allvarligt, så han fortsätter 
sin promenad som om inget hade hänt.Hade han däremot gått i riktningen där ropet kom ifrån så hade han upptäckt en person, 
Mia, som höll på att falla ner i en övervuxen uttorkad brunn. Mia höll tag i en gren ungefär en meter ner i brunnen, men hon 
började så sakteliga att tappa taget. Eftersom ingen kom till hennes undsättning föll hon ner och dog när hon slog emot 
stenarna i botten av brunnen.Historien hade dock kunnat sluta annorlunda. Hade Oskar kommit till Mias undsättning skulle hon 
ha överlevt. 

JoG/Unawareness1 
Johanna är polis och patrullerar stadens gator och torg. Småtjuven Anton, som är i behov av pengar, står i en gatukorsning och 
håller utkik efter potentiella offer med handväskor som han kan rycka. När Johanna kommit inom synhåll för Anton så möter hon 
en av sina väninnor. Johanna och hennes väninna inleder ett samtal och hamnar i en lång diskussion om de senaste iPhone-
applikationerna. Anton ser hur polisen verkar upptagen, tar tillfället i akt och rycker en väska från en gammal dam för att sedan 
springa iväg med bytet. Detta utan att Johanna uppmärksammat händelsen. 

JoV/Unawareness1 
Johanna är polis och patrullerar stadens gator och torg. Småtjuven Anton, som är i behov av pengar, står i en gatukorsning och 
håller utkik efter potentiella offer med handväskor som han kan rycka. Anton ser att Johanna kommer gående, men han behåller 
lugnet och väntar till dess att hon passerat förbi. När kusten är klar så rycker han en väska från en gammal dam och springer 
iväg med bytet. 

SvVU2/Forced to do it 
En bankchef får höra nyheten att hans bank har blivit rånad och att banken förlorat stora pengar. I och med hans oro för 
personalen ringer han genast upp Sven som hade oturen att bli utsatt för rånet. Det står klart att Sven efter omständigheterna 
mår bra och bankchefen frågar nyfiket hur rånet gick till, varpå Sven svarar: ”Det kom in en man som drog fram en pistol och 
hotade att skjuta mig om jag inte gav honom pengarna. Jag gjorde som han sade.” 

SvGU2/Forced to do it 
En bankchef får höra nyheten att hans bank har blivit rånad och att banken förlorat stora pengar. I och med hans oro för 
personalen ringer han genast upp Sven som hade oturen att bli utsatt för rånet. Det står klart att Sven efter omständigheterna 
mår bra och bankchefen frågar nyfiket hur rånet gick till, varpå Sven svarar: ”Det kom in en man som hotade att hälla en korg 
med ruttna grönsaker på min bil om jag inte gav honom pengarna. Jag gjorde som han sade.” 

DJBR1V 
Hotellreceptionisten Marcus hör sent en kväll hur det knackar på entrédörren. Marcus tar en titt på en av 
övervakningsskärmarna och ser två män som står och väntar på att bli insläppta. Marcus trycker på knappen till porttelefonen 
och frågar vad saken gäller. En av männen svarar att de ska hälsa på en vän som bor på hotellet, varpå Marcus släpper in de 
båda. På morgonen efter står det klart att det har skett inbrott i flera av hotellrummen och en del av hotellgästernas värdesaker 
är stulna. Övervakningsbilderna visar att det är de två männen som Marcus släppte in som är de skyldiga. 
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DJBR1G 
Hotellreceptionisten Marcus hör sent en kväll hur det knackar på entrédörren. Marcus tar en titt på en av 
övervakningsskärmarna och ser två män som står och väntar på att bli insläppta. Marcus trycker på knappen till porttelefonen 
och frågar vad saken gäller. En av männen svarar att de ska hälsa på en vän som bor på hotellet. Marcus släpper in de båda 
männen trots att hotellets policy är att endast släppa in hotellgäster under kvällstid. På morgonen efter står det klart att det har 
skett inbrott i flera av hotellrummen och en del av hotellgästernas värdesaker är stulna. Övervakningsbilderna visar att det är de 
två männen som Marcus släppte in som är de skyldiga. 

DJBR2V 
En receptionist på en privatklinik uppmärksammade en kvinna med ett barn i famnen som knackade på entrédörrarna. 
Receptionisten hade fått stränga order om att inte ta emot någon som inte hade bokat en tid, och han visste att det inte var okej 
att ta släppa in någon just för tillfället. Trots detta släppte receptionisten in kvinnan. Det visade sig att barnet behövde akut vård 
och en doktor tillkallades som så småningom räddade dess liv. 

DJBR2G 
En receptionist på en privatklinik uppmärksammade en kvinna med ett barn i famnen som knackade på entrédörrarna. 
Receptionisten släppte in kvinnan. Det visade sig att barnet behövde akut vård och en doktor tillkallades som så småningom 
räddade dess liv. 

Initiative 
Jessica är på väg till sitt arbete på biblioteket när hon blir vittne till ett rånförsök på öppen gata. Jessica ingriper och försöker 
hålla fast rånaren, men får svårt att kontrollera denne. Hon ropar efter hjälp från andra vittnen och Karin blir den första att svara 
på Jessicas rop. Tillsammans lyckas de hålla fast rånaren så att denne kunde gripas. 

OVU2 
Oskar är ute på en promenad i skogen. Han tror att han är ensam i skogen på flera kilometers avstånd. Plötsligt hör han 
hjärtskärande rop efter hjälp komma inifrån ett särskilt tätbevuxet område i skogen. Oskar reagerar på ropet, men tänker sedan 
att det verkar jobbigt att ta sig in i den snåriga terrängen och hoppas att det inte rörde sig om något allvarligt, så han fortsätter 
sin promenad som om inget hade hänt. Hade han däremot gått i riktningen där ropet kom ifrån så hade han upptäckt en person, 
Mia, som höll på att falla ner i en övervuxen uttorkad brunn. Mia höll tag i en gren ungefär en meter ner i brunnen, men hon 
började så sakteliga att tappa taget. Eftersom ingen kom till hennes undsättning föll hon ner och dog när hon slog emot 
stenarna i botten av brunnen. Hade Oskar varit där kunde han ha försökt att rädda Mia, men han skulle snart upptäckt att det 
hade behövts en person till för att rädda henne och att ingen annan fanns i närheten. Oskar skulle alltså inte lyckats rädda Mia 
även om han hade gjort sitt allra bästa. 


